Psychologists and neurobiologists have a long-standing interest in understanding how the context surrounding the events of our lives is represented and how it influences our behavior. The hippocampal formation emerged very early as a major contributor to how context is represented and functions. There is a large literature examining its contribution that on the surface reveals an array of conflicting outcomes and controversy. This review reveals that these conflicts can be resolved by building Nadel and Willner's dual-process theory of context representations. Two general conclusions emerge: (1) There are two neural systems that can support context representations and functions-a neocortical system composed primarily of perirhinal and postrhinal cortices and a hippocampal system that includes perirhinal, postrhinal, entorhinal cortices, and the hippocampal formation. (2) These two systems are not equivalent-some context representations and functions are uniquely supported by the hippocampal system. These conclusions are discussed in the context of canonical ideas about the special properties of the hippocampal system that enable it to make unique contributions to memory.
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Everything we experience happens somewhere. The term ''context'' is often used to denote this ''somewhere.'' In the analysis of learning and memory, the context is like the setting for a stage play (Medin and Reynolds 1985) . It provides the background for the real action in the drama-the main events. More importantly, as a consequence of learning and memory processes, the context often helps to select appropriate behaviors and determine the explicit and implicit content of our thoughts. Thus, it is not surprising that psychologists have a long-standing empirical and theoretical interest in understanding just what makes up a representation of context and how context representations interact with the main events of our lives to influence our behavior (see Balsam and Tomie 1985) .
More recently, neurobiologists have increased their interest in the problem of linking context representations and functions to brain systems. The hippocampal formation emerged quite early as a major focal point among many researchers. As a result, there is a substantial literature linking the hippocampal formation and context. However, on the surface, this research yields a dismaying set of conflicting results, with many findings that the hippocampal formation plays a critical role in supporting the influence of context on memory and behavior and many other findings that it does not.
The goal of this article is to bring some clarity and order to this state of affairs. I start by providing a working definition of ''context'' that implicitly underpins its experimental analysis. I then describe several different functions of context that have been studied in the laboratory and are assumed to be theoretically important. I then introduce and build on a dual-process theory of context representations that was put forth several years ago by Lynn Nadel, Jeffrey Willner, and colleague (Nadel and Willner 1980; Nadel et al. 1985) and more recently by my colleagues and me Rudy et al. 2002) . I then apply this framework to a wide range of outcomes from experiments that examined the role of the hippocampal formation in ways in which context influences memory and behavior. Two general conclusions emerge from this exercise. First is that two systems can support context representations and functions: (1) a neocortical system composed primarily of perirhinal and postrhinal cortices and (2) a hippocampal system that includes parahippocampal cortices; perirhinal, postrhinal, and entorhinal cortex; and the hippocampal formation. The second is that these two systems are not equivalent-some context representations and functions are uniquely supported by the hippocampal system. These conclusions are discussed in the context of long-standing ideas about the special properties associated with the hippocampal system that support its unique contributions to memory.
Definition of ''context''
A ''context'' must be composed of something. As a starting point, one can define its composition as ''a set of concurrent independent component features that potentially can be sampled by an individual.'' But what constitutes the defining property of a component feature? The problem is how to answer this question without including the individual experiencing the features. A practical and useful approach is to define the features from the perspective of the experimenter as opposed to the individual in the experiment. This approach deliberately avoids reference to internal representations constructed by the subject of the experiment. From this perspective, the features that define a particular context should have two properties: context is created. The component variation property is important because it is only through variation of components that context can be experimentally manipulated. This framework does not speak to how much component variation needs to occur before a subject represents it as new or different from one previously experienced. This is largely an empirical question. Nor does it speak to the neural mechanisms that determine when, from the perspective of the learner, a new context has been registered. However, O'Reilly and McClelland (1994) and more recently Nadel (2008) have discussed some possibilities.
The stable property of context features can be contrasted with features that have a ''phasic property,'' that is, features that occur in a context but are not stable. For example, my telephone might occasionally ring, but the ringing of the phone is not a stable feature of the context; it is something that happens in my office.
As another illustration, consider a simple conditioning situation where the main events are the conditioned (CS) and unconditioned (US) stimulus (the CS-US pairing). Applied to a simple conditioning experience, the context features would be floor texture, ambient lighting and sound, odors, opaqueness of the walls of the chamber, size and shape of the conditioning chamber, and so forth, any one of which can be varied by the experimenter to create another different but stable collection of features. The presentation and termination of the CS would not be a context feature because it is not stably present. It is something that happens against the stable context features.
It should be appreciated that at the level of experimental analysis everyone implicitly embraces this definition of context. This is the case because otherwise there would be no independent variables available to study how context influences memory and behavior. Nevertheless, some might find that this definition of context begs an important issue that brings the organism into the equation. Specifically, it is quite possible that some stable feature of a context can move from the background to the foreground. For example, a recent visitor to my office commented on the portrait of the famous gypsy jazz guitarist Django Reinhardt that is a stable feature of my office. This changed the status of this feature from being part of the background to being in the foreground. It became part of an episode that occurred against the contextual background in much the same way that the telephone rings or a colleague enters my office.
Some functions of context representations
Perhaps the most fundamental problem one must appreciate in linking context to brain systems is that the term ''context'' is used to describe a variety of tasks that make quite different demands on learning and memory processes. The problem emerges because the properties of the task likely determine which neural systems are engaged to support the outcome of the experiment. Thus, to lay the foundation for this linkage, it is important to describe a number of important functions served by context representations. Some of the key findings and ideas have emerged from studies of simple and complex conditioning experiments (see Balsam 1985) . Others have emerged from empirical and theoretical analyses outside of the conditioning tradition.
Association and competition
From a learning and memory perspective, researchers who study Pavlovian conditioning are often interested in understanding the associative structures produced as a consequence of CS-US pairings that contribute to the later retrieval of the representation of the unconditioned stimulus and/or the conditioned response. In some theories, component context features have the same status as the phasic CS (e.g., Rescorla and Wagner 1972) . In such accounts, context features can both associate with the US and compete with the CS for associative strength supported by the US; that is, associative strength captured by context features will come at the expense of what can be captured by the other features.
There is no doubt that a context representation can associate with the representation of the US. For example, there are dozens of reports that rats will display an innate defensive freezing response when placed into a conditioning context in which they were previously shocked (see Rudy et al. 2002; Sanders et al. 2003) . Canonical empirical support for the idea that cues compete for association with the US comes from what is called the ''blocking effect'' discovered by Kamin (1969) . He reported that prior conditioning to one component (e.g., tone-US) of a compound (light + tone) CS blocked conditioning to the other element when the light + tone compound was paired with the US. This result was interpreted to mean that the tone had acquired the available associative strength supported by the US, leaving little or none to be captured by the light.
There is also evidence that the context can compete with the CS for associative strength. For example, several sessions of fear conditioning in which just the shock US is presented in the conditioning context will block subsequent conditioning to a phasic CS subsequently paired with shock in that context (e.g., Ayres et al. 1985; Randich and Ross 1985) .
Incidental learning
In most conditioning situations, the primary focus is on the conditioning that occurs to the CS paired with the US. In such situations, the context is stable at the time of training. In this case, the context is described as incidental to the learning initiated by the CS-US pairing, meaning that, in principle, learning about the context is unnecessary for the animal to learn the CS-US relationship. Nevertheless, rats not only learn the CS-US association, but they also remember where the learning occurred (Penick and Solomon 1991; Honey and Good 1993; Good et al. 1998 ). For example, Good et al. (1998) trained rats to learn that in context A, CS1 was followed by a food pellet, and that in context B, CS2 was followed by the pellet. That rats learned where the conditioning occurred was revealed when they were tested with CS1 in context B and CS2 in context A. In both cases, rats' conditioned responding was reduced when the CS was presented in a different context. Latent inhibition (Lubow 1973) provides another example of incidental context learning. In this case, subjects are exposed to the CS prior to conditioning. Latent inhibition is then revealed when the pre-exposed subjects condition more slowly to the CS than non-pre-exposed subjects. However, if there is a context shift between pre-exposure and conditioning, then latent inhibition is greatly reduced. This indicates that the rats have learned where they were exposed to the CS (Hall and Minor 1984; Holt and Maren 1999) .
Disambiguation function
Context provides a place for the main events of our lives. It also can provide a basis for interpreting the meaning of a particular event-how one should react to it. For example, consider hearing someone yell ''Fire!'' One should behave quite differently to this stimulus if it is experienced in a movie theater or restaurant than if it is experienced at a local rifle range. The stimulus ''Fire!'' is ambiguous-it has more than one meaning. The function of the context in this case is to disambiguate the meaning of the event ''fire.'' For example, in context A, cue 1 signals a forthcoming reward, but cue 2 signals no reward (A: C1+, C2À). However, in context B, the contingencies are reversed, with cue 2 signaling reward and cue 1 signaling no reward (B: C1À, C2+). Note that C1 and C2 are completely ambiguous-they equally often signal reward and no reward. An individual insensitive to the context would be completely baffled as to how to respond to them. Nevertheless, it is well established that rodents, dogs, and pigeons can solve this class of discriminations (Wyrwicka 1956; Thomas 1985; Good et al. 1998 ). Thus, these results indicate that animals can learn to use the training context to specify the meaning of otherwise ambiguous cues.
Context-specific extinction
Recently, the phenomenon known as ''extinction''-''the loss of a conditioned response to a CS that is produced when the CS is repeatedly presented alone''-has attracted the attention of many researchers. Moreover, this modern literature has revealed that the context plays an important disambiguation role in extinction (Bouton 1993 (Bouton , 2004 . This is because many experiments have revealed that the procedure of extinction does not erase the existing associations that produce the conditioned response. Instead, the contemporary view holds that the consequence of CS-US pairings is the production of a CS-US association and the consequence of CS-alone presentations (extinction) is the production of a CS-no US association. Extinction by this view produces new learning. Since after extinction both associations are potentially available to influence behavior, the meaning of the CS is ambiguous (Bouton 1993 (Bouton , 2004 .
The research of Bouton and others (e.g., Bouton and Bolles 1979; Bouton 1993 Bouton , 2004 Corcoran and Maren 2004; Ji and Maren 2007) has revealed that the context makes an important contribution to determining how the individual will respond to such an ambiguous CS. The most robust example comes from a result called the ''renewal effect'' (Bouton 1993 (Bouton , 2004 ). This result is revealed in two ways: In one case, an ABA design is used (where A and B designate different contexts), conditioning (CS-US pairings) occurs in one context, A, and extinction (CS-alone presentations) occurs in a different context, B. If the individual is then retested in context A, the conditioned response reappears. In the second case, an ABC design is used. The primary difference is that the test for the extinction takes place by presenting the CS in a third context, C. Again, the conditioned response to the CS is renewed. An intuitive account of these results is that during extinction, the individual learns that in context B the CS is no longer followed by the US. Extinction is thus specific to the context in which CS-alone presentations were experienced. Thus, when the CS is tested outside of the extinction context, B, the original CS-US association controls behavior. Context-specific extinction might also be considered to be an example of incidental context learning because the primary outcome of interestextinction of responding to the CS-does not require learning about the context.
Acquiring a context representation
Before a context can provide the setting for an event(s) or can be used to disambiguate the meaning of some other feature, its representation must be established. Fanselow (1990) introduced a powerful methodology for investigating the acquisition and retrieval of context representation called the ''context pre-exposure facilitation effect'' (see Fig. 1 ). It takes advantage of a phenomenon in the fear-conditioning literature called ''the immediate shock effect.'' If a rat is shocked very shortly (2-3 sec) after it is placed into a conditioning chamber, it will later display little or no fear of that conditioning context. In contrast, the amount of conditioning increases dramatically if the rat is allowed to explore the conditioning chamber for about 30 sec. Fanselow (1990) discovered that rats who were allowed to explore the conditioning chamber the day before the immediate shock experience displayed substantial fear to that context. He proposed that the context preexposure experience established a context representation that could be retrieved by a subsequent brief exposure to the context prior to the shock. The context pre-exposure facilitation effect has been reported numerous times (e.g., Ayres et al. 1985; Rudy and Morledge 1994; Westbrook et al. 1994; Rudy et al. 2002; Stote and Fanselow 2004; Rudy and Wright-Hardesty 2005) .
Objects in context
Contexts provide a place for experience. Context also provides a place where things are located. Studies based on what is called ''object recognition'' have provided evidence that rodents not only can recognize previously experienced objects; they also know where the object was experienced (e.g., Dellu et al. 1997; Dix and Aggleton 1999) . The basic paradigm is illustrated in Figure 2 . A rat is exposed to two identical objects (cubes) in one context and two other identical objects (cylinders) in a second context. During a test, the experimenter places a single copy of each object in both contexts and the rat is allowed to explore them for a brief period of time. Such tests reveal that the rat spends more time investigating the object new to the test context than the object that was experienced previously in that context. This means that the rat established a representation of the two contexts and remembers the context in which the objects were initially encountered.
Episodic memory and context
Most memory researchers accept the position that there is an episodic memory system (Tulving 2002) designed to store the events of our life in a way that permits us to later consciously recollect the experience. Another important property of this system is that it appears to automatically capture a record of daily events without any intent on our part to do so. For example, it is likely that you can answer the question, what did you have for lunch yesterday? If you were subsequently asked if you intended to remember this experience, your likely answer would be no.
Context also is thought to play a special role in the recall of episodes. Several researchers agree that the feeling of remembering emerges when a retrieved memory trace contains information about the time, place, or context of the experience that established the memory (e.g., Nadel and Moscovitch 1997; Squire and Kandel 1999; Tulving 2002) . In describing the importance of contextual information to recollection, for example, Squire and Kandel (1999) wrote, ''Once the context is reconstructed, it may seem Figure 1 . This cartoon illustrates the context pre-exposure facilitation effect discovered by Fanselow (1990) . When rats are immediately shocked, they display very little fear of the context. However, if they are pre-exposed to the context, they display fear of that context. ( 
Dual-systems theory of context representations
Having described some of the primary functions context can play in the control of behavior, it is time to address how these observations might relate to theories of context and brain systems. Many researchers believe that the hippocampal formation makes a critical contribution to contextual control over behavior. This idea first emerged 35 yr ago when Hirsh (1974 Hirsh ( , 1980 proposed that the hippocampal formation is critical to what is referred to above as the ''disambiguation function of context.'' However, it was shortly thereafter that Nadel, Willner, and others (Nadel and Willner 1980; Nadel et al. 1985 ; see also Nadel 2008) provided a more general view of how the brain supports context functions. Their framework was built around two ideas. First, they proposed a dual-representation view of context (Fig. 3) . One representation is the classic elemental associative account (e.g., Rescorla and Wagner 1972) . Experience establishes representations of individual context features, and each feature can associate with the representation of some other event (such as the CS or the US). In such accounts the associative strengths of the individual features summate to retrieve the representation of the event.
Nadel and Willner called the second category a ''hierarchical representation'' and assumed that co-occurring separate context features are bound together to form a new representation that function as a unit. Once individual features are bound into a coherent hierarchical representation, an experienced event will be represented as occurring in a particular place even though the organism might register only a subset of context features at the time of the experience. In contrast, strictly elemental association accounts of context would only link the event representation to the representations of the individual context features registered at the time the event occurred. Slight variations on Nadel and Willner's dual representation view can be found in other accounts Rudy et al. 2002) .
Nadel and Willner's second proposal tied these two types of context representations to different neural systems. Specifically, they proposed that neocortical regions that did not include the hippocampal formation supported elemental/feature representations but that a neural system that included the hippocampal formation was needed to support hierarchical representations.
It should be appreciated that this dual-process view of context representations implies the possibility that the hippocampal formation is not essential for all context functions. This turns out to be the case. The evidence reviewed below indicates that some context functions require the hippocampal formation but that others can be carried out by a neocortical system that does not include the hippocampal formation. However, before making this case, it is useful to describe the organization of the neural system that contains the hippocampal formation.
The parahippocampal-hippocampal system Lavenex and Amaral (2000) describe the hippocampal formation as situated in a neural system organized around two principles. First, the organization is ''hierarchical''-the information the hippocampal formation receives becomes increasingly well integrated as it flows from neocortical associative areas to parahippocampal regions that surround the hippocampal formation. Information that starts out as widely distributed patterns of neural activity in the neocortex converges onto fewer regions. Second, the system has a loop-like organization in which there are reciprocal connections so that information processed in a downstream receiving region is projected back to the sending region. Because it receives information distributed over multiple brain regions, the hippocampal formation is positioned to see what is happening all over the neocortex and has been described by O' Keefe and Nadel (1978) as providing an ongoing map of Euclidian Space and by Teyler and DiScenna (1986) (see also Teyler and Rudy 2007) as providing a map of cortical space. Thus, the hippocampal formation is anatomically positioned to support context representations, and this has been amply documented (see Smith and Mizumori 2006a,b) .
Following the nomenclature of Furtak et al. (2007) , the hippocampal formation consists of the hippocampal formation proper, which is composed of three subdivisions: CA3, CA2, and CA1; the dentate gyrus; and the subiculum. In primates the areas surrounding the hippocampal formation include the entorhinal, peririhinal, ectorhinal, and parahippocampal gyrus, term TF, and TH. Most of In the exploration phase, rats are allowed to explore and sample two objects, a cube and a cylinder. Two cubes were present in one context, and two cylinders were present in the other context. (B) During the test phase, the cube and the cylinder are in each context. Normal rats spent more time exploring the object that had not previously been presented in the test context, indicating a memory for where the object had been previously experienced. (Figure is from Rudy [2008] , and reprinted with permission from Sinauer Associates Ó2008.)
Context and the hippocampal system www.learnmem.org the analytic studies relating the behavioral functions of context to the brain, however, use rodents. Furtak et al. (2007) have designated the critical surrounding areas in the rodent brain as the perirhinal (PER), postrhinal (POR), and entorhinal cortices (EC), and suggested that POR has connectional homology with primate parahippocampus (see also Burwell and Amaral 1998a,b; Burwell 2000; van Strein et al. 2009 ). They also provided many details of the connections to and from these regions. For the remainder of this article, I refer to this collection of brain regions as the ''hippocampal system'' (HS). A highly schematic illustration of these general ideas is presented in Figure 4 . The interested reader can consult several excellent reviews that describe the detailed connections among these regions (e.g., Burwell and Amaral 1998a,b; Burwell 2000; Furtak et al. 2007; van Strein et al. 2009 ).
Two neural systems support context representations
As noted earlier, an important implication of the dual-process theory of context is that not all context functions depend on the hippocampal system. The surrounding cortices might support some functions in the absence of a functional hippocampal formation. In this section, I summarize some of the important findings relating the components of the hippocampal and neocortical systems to context functions.
Contextual fear conditioning
The contextual fear-conditioning paradigm is an often-used procedure for studying the influence context. Slight variations of the basic procedure used in combination with methods for damaging or inactivating regions of the hippocampal system have yielded important support for the dual-systems view and some insight into some of the differences between the two systems. In the typical experiment, a rodent (rat or mouse) is placed into a conditioning chamber for some period of time, usually a minute or two, and then shocked. Sometime later the rat is returned to that context and tested several minutes for its fear of the ''conditioning context.'' The usual dependent variable is the time the rat spends freezing, a naturally occurring defensive response to threat (Blanchard et al. 1976) .
It is often stated that contextual fear conditioning depends on the hippocampal formation. However, without qualification, this statement is false (Ji and Maren 2007; Biedenkapp and Rudy 2009 ); the literature reveals that the validity of this statement depends on several factors. One important factor is the anterograde-retrograde dimension-whether some component of the hippocampal formation is damaged or inactivated before or after training. It is clear that extensive damage to the hippocampal formation before conditioning only has a minor influence on contextual fear conditioning (Maren et al. 1997; Frankland et al. 1998; Cho et al. 1999; Richmond et al. 1999; Wiltgen et al. 2006; Biedenkapp and Rudy 2009) . Given this result, one has to conclude that there is a neural system that does not contain the hippocampal formation that can support a context representation able to associate with shock. In fact, if only the anterograde data were available, there would be little reason to believe that the hippocampal formation is involved in contextual fear conditioning. However, studies using a retrograde procedure reveal a different outcome-damage to the hippocampal formation after conditioning can almost completely eliminate contextual fear conditioning (Maren et al. 1997; Maren 1999; Wiltgen et al. 2006; Lehmann et al. 2007 Lehmann et al. , 2009 Sutherland et al. 2008; Biedenkapp and Rudy 2009) .
The implications of the combined anterograde and retrograde contextual fear literature are clear. There are two neural systems that can support context representations capable of associating with shock-a system that includes the hippocampal formation and one that does not. These data also have an important theoretical implication that was first noted by Maren et al. (1997) . Specifically, they noted that such results not only imply two neural systems that can support contextual fear conditioning, but they also imply that there is competition between them for control over fear. Moreover, in the intact animal, the system containing the hippocampal formation normally dominates the other system. This competition hypothesis provides a reasonable account of the data. If the hippocampal formation is damaged prior to conditioning, then the other system will be able to acquire control over the fear system and generate a fear response at the time of testing. However, if the hippocampal formation is functional during conditioning, it will (1) acquire control of the fear system and (2) prevent the acquisition of control by the other system. Thus, if the hippocampal formation is damaged after conditioning, the expression of contextual fear will be impaired because the information that was acquired by the hippocampal system will not be available, and the other system never acquired the relevant information.
I have emphasized that the anterograde-retrograde dimension is a critical determiner of the effect of damage to the hippocampal formation on contextual fear conditioning. It is interesting to note, however, that this dimension also is critical to the results obtained with other tasks. For example, Epp et al. (2008) reported that rats with damage to the hippocampus are not impaired in learning two-choice picture discriminations. Yet, damage to the hippocampus following acquisition causes retrograde amnesia. A similar pattern of results also exists in the impact of hippocampal formation damage on the visible platform version of the water maze (for review, see Sutherland et al. 2001) . Such results add support to the conclusion that the intact hippocampal system tends to dominate extrahippocampal systems in the competition for control over behavior.
A second factor that determines if contextual fear conditioning is dependent on the hippocampal system is the training parameters. As noted, many studies have reported that damaging the hippocampal formation after training severely impairs contextual fear. A common feature of these studies is that the rodents only received a single fear-conditioning session, often with multiple shock presentations within the session. Recently, Lehmann et al. (2009) replicated the results obtained with a single sessionsevere retrograde amnesia. However, they also reported that if these 
shocks are distributed across multiple sessions, then subsequent damage to the hippocampal formation does not impair the rat's fear of the context.
The single-session data thus support the idea that the hippocampal system dominates the other system, but the multiplesession results also indicate that this dominance can be overcome when the shocks are distributed across sessions. Thus, the results with distributed contextual fear-conditioning sessions also imply that another neural system that does not include the hippocampal formation also can support contextual fear conditioning.
Defining the neocortical system
What are the components of the ''other'' system that can support contextual fear in the absence of the hippocampal formation? There are several reasons for believing that in the rat, the perirhinal and postrhinal cortices may be key components of the neocortical system that can support contextual fear conditioning when the hippocampal formation is removed prior to conditioning:
d These cortices receive information from other cortical areas and carry it forward primarily via entorhinal cortex to the hippocampal formation, providing it with the highly processed information it needs to support context representations and functions (Eichenbaum 2000; Lavenex and Amaral 2000; Furtak et al. 2007; van Strien et al. 2009 ).
d In principle, these regions can remain relatively intact and functional even when damage to the hippocampal formation is severe.
d Perirhinal cortex projects to the lateral region of the amygdala thought to be critical to fear conditioning (McDonald 1992 (McDonald , 1998 ).
An important implication of this analysis is that if these regions of the neocortex are damaged either prior to or after fear conditioning, contextual fear conditioning will be impaired. This is because these cortices would not be available to support a context representation and the hippocampal formation would be deprived of the information it needs to make its contribution to contextual fear. The literature supports this analysis (Corodimas and LeDoux 1995; Buffalo et al. 1999; Bucci et al. 2000 Bucci et al. , 2002 . Note this pattern of results, damage to these regions both before and after training impairs contextual fear conditioning differs from that associated with damage to the hippocampal formation because contextual fear conditioning is spared if the hippocampal formation is damaged before conditioning. The contribution of the entorhinal cortex to context representations that support fear conditioning also needs to be considered. The entorhinal cortex is to some extent a complex interface between PER and POR cortices and hippocampal formation. It receives input from these regions, and because of its intrinsic connections, it is positioned to further process and integrate this information before it is passed on to the various subregions of the hippocampal formation (van Strien et al. 2009 ). Given these anatomical relationships, one might also assume that damage to the entorhinal cortex will leave PER and POR cortices relatively intact. If so, then one might expect that damage to the entorhinal cortex should produce the same pattern of results as damage to the hippocampal formation. Damage to this region prior to conditioning should leave contextual fear conditioning intact, but damage after training should produce a significant impairment.
Consistent with this analysis, there are several reports that damage to the entorhinal cortex does not impair contextual fear conditioning (Phillips and LeDoux 1995; Good and Honey 1997; Bannerman et al. 1999) . Maren et al. (1997) , however, reported impairment. Recently, Keene and Bucci (2008) , based on their report that damage to retrosplenial cortex impairs contextual fear, suggested that because Maren et al. (1997) used an axon-destroying lesion method, their result might in part be due to their lesion disrupting connections between retrosplenial cortex and POR. One study (Majchrzak et al. 2006) has reported conditions in which excitotoxic damage to the medial posterior region of entorhinal cortex influences contextual fear conditioning. It is not clear why their results differed from what others have reported. Unfortunately, there are no data available to evaluate the second prediction-that just as damage to hippocampal formation after conditioning impairs contextual fear conditioning, so should post-training damage to the entorhinal cortex.
In summary, the review of the contextual fear conditioning literature and accompanying analysis supports the basic premise that there are at least two neural systems that can support context representations needed for contextual fear conditioning. They are a hippocampal system composed of parahippocampal regions-PER, POR, and entorhinal cortices, and the hippocampal formation-and a neocortical system composed of the PER and POR cortices (see Fig. 5 ). When the hippocampal system is functioning, it limits the independent contribution of the neocortical system to contextual fear conditioning. However, as noted, this dominance can be overcome with multiple training sessions.
The two systems are not equivalent
A neocortical and hippocampal system each can provide a representation of context that can support contextual fear. However, as Biedenkapp and Rudy (2009) noted, other data derived from variations of the basic contextual fear-conditioning procedure and other paradigms indicate that these two systems do not provide equivalent support for the various ways in which context can function. The basis for such a conclusion is provided in the following sections.
Context pre-exposure facilitation effect
First, consider the context pre-exposure facilitation discovered by Fanselow (1990) . The context pre-exposure facilitation effect clearly reveals that rats acquire a rich representation of an explored context. The literature surrounding this finding makes an important theoretical point (Rudy and O'Reilly 1999; Rudy et al. 2002; Matus-Amat et al. 2004) . It confirms an implication of the Figure 5 . A highly schematic illustration of the neocortical and hippocampal systems (HS) that support context representations and their connections to the amygdala, which supports freezing. Note that PER and POR cortices can still support contextual fear even if the entorhinal cortex and hippocampal formation are damaged prior to conditioning. However, damage to PER and POR cortices prior to or after contextual fear conditioning deprive the animal of representations needed to support contextual fear. When the hippocampal system is intact, it tends to dominate the neocortical system in the competition for contextual control over fear, as indicated by the strength of the arrows connecting these regions to the amygdala. ( hierarchical-representation view of context-that even though the individual is not concurrently registering all features that make up a context, exposure to just a subset is enough to activate a representational background that defines the place where another event (the shock) is experienced (Nadel and Willner 1980; Nadel et al. 1985) . This point is supported by two observations. First, Rudy and O'Reilly (1999) exposed rats to two distinct contexts. In the exposure phase, the rats were carried to each context in a distinct transport (T) cage (T1!context 1 and T2!context 2). Subsequently, rats were transported to one of the contexts (e.g., T2!context 2) and immediately shocked. In this example, T2 should retrieve a memory representation of context 2. Rats were tested for fear to both context 1 and context 2. The level of freezing depended on which transport cage was used to carry the rats when they were shocked. In the second case, rats were preexposed to one context but received immediate shock in a different context. These rats subsequently displayed significantly more fear to the context that had been previously explored than to the context where they were actually shocked (Rudy et al. 2002) . Both results reveal that the transport cage retrieved a memory representation of the explored context and that this memory representation was associated with the immediate shock.
The context pre-exposure effect can be said to depend on a process called ''pattern completion''-a portion of the experience that originally established the memory trace can activate or replay the entire experience. Many theorists assume that the hippocampal formation supports pattern completion and this is how it makes a critical contribution to the episodic memory system (e.g., Marr 1971; Teyler and DiScenna 1986; Squire 1992; McClelland et al. 1995; Rudy et al. 2002; Matus-Amat et al. 2004; Teyler and Rudy 2007) .
If so, then one might expect that the context pre-exposure facilitation effect should depend on the integrity of the hippocampal system. The neocortical system should not be able to support this effect. This prediction is borne out in the literature. Damage to the hippocampal formation prior to context exposure or inactivating the hippocampal formation either (1) prior to context exposure, (2) prior to immediate shock, or (3) prior to the test for contextual fear conditioning prevents the context preexposure facilitation effect (Rudy et al. 2002; Matus-Amat et al. 2004; Rudy and Matus-Amat 2005) . The additional implication of these data is that even though the neocortical system can support contextual fear conditioning it does not provide a representation that can be retrieved by some partial set of cues.
Generalized contextual fear conditioning
Another difference between these two systems emerges when the rodents are tested for generalized contextual fear. For example, Antoniadis and McDonald (2000) reported that rats with damage to the hippocampal formation prior to conditioning display contextual fear conditioning, but compared to normal rats, they displayed more generalized fear-they had difficulty discriminating between the shocked context and another similar context. Similarly, Frankland et al. (1998) reported that mice with prior damage to the hippocampal formation have difficulty learning to discriminate between two contexts, one paired with shock and the other with no shock. These results suggest that compared to the neocortical system, the hippocampal system supports a representation that limits generalization.
The results provided by Lehmann et al. (2009) , however, provide a caveat to this conclusion. As noted above, they exposed rats to multiple sessions of contextual fear conditioning. In one experiment, they also exposed these rats to a different context but did not shock them. Rats that subsequently received extensive damage to the hippocampal formation discriminated between the two contexts during the fear test as well as rats in the control condition. In another experiment, rats just received the multiple sessions of contextual fear conditioning and were then tested for fear in the conditioning context and for fear in a novel context. The rats that received damage to the hippocampal formation after the training phase displayed no more generalized fear to the novel context than did the controls. Wang et al. (2009) have also reported that multiple contextual fear-conditioning sessions prior to hippocampal damage can prevent the tendency for lesioned mice to overgeneralize contextual fear. In their study, mice with post-training damage to the hippocampal formation discriminated the shocked context from the nonshocked context up to 42 d after training and did so as well as controls. However, as in previous reports when only a single session of training preceded damage to the hippocampal formation, mice failed to discriminate between a shocked context and a novel context, whereas mice in the control condition did make this discrimination.
Embedded in the Supplemental figures section of the Wang et al. (2009) report, however, are data that also confirm the idea that the context representation system supported by the neocortical system is not equivalent to that supported by the hippocampal formation. In the course of their experiment, they exposed the mice to several different test contexts. When retested on the original discrimination, the intact rats continued to respond differentially to the shocked versus nonshocked context. In contrast, mice with damage to the hippocampal formation were unable to maintain this discrimination. These data suggest that an intact hippocampal formation protects the original context representations from interference from subsequent similar events in a manner not afforded by just the neocortical system.
Incidental context learning
As noted earlier, when rats experience pairings of a CS and food US, they not only condition to the CS, they also learn where the conditioning occurred. This so-called incidental context learning provides additional evidence that the two systems that support context representations and functions are not equivalent. This is because rats that sustained prior damage to the hippocampal formation do not display incidental context learning; they respond equivalently to the CS whether tested in the original training context or in a different context (Honey and Good 1993; Good et al. 1998) . Similarly, Holt and Maren (1999) found that the hippocampal formation is needed to demonstrate the context specificity of latent inhibition. Thus, the neocortical system does not appear to support this function.
The context and object recognition puzzle
With or without the hippocampal formation, rats can readily associate a context with an aversive experience such as shock. The story is somewhat different, however, for their memory for where an object was experienced. As noted, normal rats can recognize both an encountered object and where it was encountered (Dellu et al. 1997; Dix and Aggleton 1999 )-they tend to treat a previously encountered object as if were novel when it is re-encountered in a different but familiar context. In contrast, rats with damage to the hippocampal formation can recognize a previously experienced object but do not appear to remember where the object was encountered (Mumby et al. 2002; Eacott and Norman 2004; Norman and Eacott 2005; Good et al. 2007 ). Thus, we have another difference between context representations supported by the hippocampal system and representations supported by the neocortical system. These results and conclusions are puzzling. More to the point, given that rats with anterograde damage to the hippocampal formation can associate an explored context with shock, why Context and the hippocampal system www.learnmem.org do they not associate an explored context with an object? One can dismiss the possibility that the failure occurs because they lack a neural representation of the object. Many researchers believe that the perirhinal cortex provides the neural support for object recognition because (1) rats with damage to the hippocampal formation explore novel objects more than objects that have been experienced; and (2) removal of perirhinal cortex eliminates this behavior (Meunier et al. 1993; Mumby and Pinel 1994; Zhu et al. 1995a,b; Aggleton et al. 1997; Winters and Bussey 2005; Good et al. 2007) .
Thus, if the rat has a neocortical system that can support representations of context features and representations of objects, then the problem must reside in the processes that link context features to objects. So what special processing does the hippocampal system afford that enables a representation of context to be linked to an experienced object? A reasonable answer is that it supports ''pattern completion. '' Consider this analysis of the object-in-context problem. Object representations are constructions-objects are composed of arbitrarily combined sets of features. A memory representation of an object thus requires some sort of binding of these features into a new unit that can be discriminated from representations of other objects. Moreover, objects themselves have no special biological significance that demands intense exploration. Since both constructing an object's representation and linking it to representations of the context features require strengthening connections among relatively undedicated cortical neurons, one might imagine that the connection between any particular context feature and the object representation might not be strong enough to retrieve the object representation.
As noted, one advantage of the hippocampal system is that it supports pattern completion. This means that once such a representation of a context is constructed, when the animal is in that context, the entire neocortical pattern of neural activity representing all context features could be kept active. To paraphrase Nadel et al. (1985) , once such a coherent representation is established, even though the individual might register only a subset of context features at the time of the event, the event will be represented as experienced in that particular place (Nadel and Willner 1980; Nadel et al. 1985) . This property might be valuable during acquisition when associations between context feature representations and the object are being established. This idea gains force when it is appreciated that when the rat is actually exploring the object, it is unlikely to directly attend to any particular feature or combination of features that make up the context. This would mean that without some mechanism to maintain a representation of context when the rat is exploring the feature, the pattern of neocortical activity representing context features would likely be in an off state at the time the object is sampled, thus weakening the opportunity for context-object association. Thus, the hippocampal-system-dependent pattern completion mechanism might be essential for animals to learn and remember where an object was explored. Moreover, during retrieval, pattern completion could keep the context representation active and thus participate in the retrieval of the object representation.
The situation for contextual fear conditioning is different. First, unlike an object, there is nothing arbitrary about shock or its biological significance. Consequently, shock activates a behavioral system (Bolles 1970; Blanchard et al. 1976; Fanselow 1991) designed to defend and protect the animal from danger. Moreover, there is a known neural circuit in the amygdala complex that supports this behavioral system (LeDoux 1994 (LeDoux , 1995 Maren 2003; Phelps and LeDoux 2005; Davis 2006 ). In addition, fibers project from the PER/POR cortical regions that support context features of the brain into the amygdala-based neural system that supports learned fear (McDonald 1992 (McDonald , 1998 . In some sense, the brain is constructed to learn where aversive events occur and has dedicated input lines from regions that support context feature representations to the amygdala. One would imagine that when potently stimulated by an aversive stimulus, this dedicated system would also be easily modified to support the associations needed to support fear. Thus, conditioning to context may be less dependent on pattern completion processes afforded by the hippocampal formation than would be the case for objects in context recognition.
In concluding this section, it may be important to note that object-in-context studies typically only expose the animal to a single session of training. Thus, we do not know if the neocortical system could support this function if more training were given.
The ambiguity function: Conditional discriminations
As noted, there is a substantial literature indicating that an important function of context is to disambiguate the meaning of particular events. In a conditional discrimination, the meaning of two cues, C1 and C2, depends on the context, A or B, in which they are presented (A: C1+, C2À or B: C1À, C2+). It is important to appreciate that this is a logical description of the task. It does not capture the details of how the conditional discriminations have been implemented in the laboratory. This is important because how the problem is actually constructed appears to determine its dependency on the hippocampal system. It is useful to discriminate between two categories of implementation, termed here Type I and Type II.
Conditional discrimination Type I
Type I problems are implemented in an enclosed operant conditioning environment where rats learn to press a lever for food in a chamber typically enclosed in a sound-attenuating shell. Varying the stable visual, tactile, auditory, and olfactory features of the conditioning chambers can create two contexts. The discriminative cues might be the onset of a light or the onset of a tone. In context A the rat is rewarded for pressing the bar in the presence of the light and not rewarded when the tone is present. In context B the contingencies are reversed. It is important to note that this type of arrangement almost guarantees that the animal will experience the correct inputs from the context features, the cues, the response, and the outcomes. Rats with complete damage to the hippocampal formation learn these discriminations as readily as intact animals (McDonald et al. 1997; Good et al. 1998; Coutureau et al. 2002) .
Conditional discrimination Type II
The form of the Type II problem is quite different. In this case, the problem is implemented by making the significance of the cues conditional upon where they are located in an open field (Sziklas and Petrides 2002; Dumont et al. 2007) . As an example, consider a problem constructed by Dumont et al. (2007) . Training occurred in a rectangular open field situated in a room with distinctive extramaze cues on the walls (see Fig. 6 ). Two cubes, one featuring a black rectangle and the other a white triangle, were presented side by side on each trial, and the animal could earn a reward by poking its head through a swinging door on the cube. Varying where the two cubes were located on each trial created the conditional nature of the problem. When at the north end of the open field, food was in the cube marked by the black rectangle, but when in the south end, the cube marked by the white triangle contained the food. At the start of a trial, the animal was released from the opposite end. So the extramaze cues at the north end provided the context in which the black rectangle located the reward, and the extramaze cues at the south end provided the context in which the white triangle signal located the reward.
Note that in this situation the animal completely controlled what
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The solution to Type II conditional discrimination poses the same general issue that was found in the context-object-recognition paradigm. Fundamentally, to solve the problem, the animal must have an active representation of the critical extramaze cues and choice stimuli at the time the choice behavior occurs in order for the outcomes to be correctly assigned to the choice stimuli. Thus, this problem also might depend on pattern completion processes afforded by the hippocampal system. With this type of representation, because of pattern completion, as the intact rat is approaching the choice stimuli, the representation of the surrounding environmental features would remain active even as it enters the cube. This would not be the case for the rat lacking a functional hippocampal formation; as the animal approaches the choice stimuli, only the representations of the features of the two cubes would be active, and they would be the same regardless of whether the cubes were in the north or south end of the arena.
If this analysis is correct, it should be possible to construct a conditional discrimination problem with the same cubes used by Sziklas and Petrides (2002) that does not depend on pattern completion and that would be solved by rats with damage to the hippocampal formation. For example, using the same rectangular area, one could create a conditional discrimination using two auditory cues, A1 and A2, to signal which cube is correct. By having this dominant cue there would be less need for pattern completion processes to keep the relevant representations active.
The ambiguity function: Context-specific extinction
As noted, when both conditioning and extinction have taken place, the CS can be considered ambiguous-the CS has been accompanied by the presentation of the US and by no US. Current theory holds that the CS is ambiguous because the animal associates the CS with the US (called a CS-US association) and also associates the CS with no US (called a CS-no US association). Contextual information can resolve this ambiguity because rats trained in context A and extinguished in context B will display a renewed conditioned response if they are retested in context A (the ABA design) or another context C (the ABC design). Bouton and colleagues (Wilson et al. 1995; Frohardt et al. 2000) were the first to examine the contribution of the hippocampal formation to context-specific extinction. Using the ABA design, they found no evidence that relatively complete damage to the hippocampal formation disrupted context-specific extinction.
In contrast to Bouton's findings, Maren and colleagues Maren 2001, 2004; Corcoran et al. 2005; Ji and Maren 2005; Hobin et al. 2006) report that context-specific extinction does require a contribution of the hippocampal formation. For example, using both the ABA and ABC designs, Ji and Maren (2005) reported that electrolytic damage to just the dorsal hippocampus either prior to extinction per se or prior to the renewal test eliminated context-dependent extinction. Similar results have been obtained when the dorsal hippocampus is temporarily inactivated by muscimol (Corcoran and Maren 2004) .
It is difficult to know just why the Bouton and Maren laboratories obtained such different results. However, the following analysis might provide some insight into the discrepancy. On the surface the context-specific extinction paradigm would have much in common with the Type I conditional discrimination procedure. Training occurred in an enclosed conditioning chamber that favored the animal jointly receiving context features and the CS. So, since rats with damage to the hippocampal formation can learn Type I problems, one might expect that they should also display context-dependent extinction-the result found by Bouton and colleagues (Wilson et al. 1995; Frohardt et al. 2000) . There are many differences between the behavioral procedures used by the Bouton and Maren laboratories. However, there is one striking difference that may be important. Specifically, the dependent variable in Bouton's experiments was the change in the rate at which rats pressed a lever to receive a food reward when the CS was presented. By necessity, bar-press training requires that rats receive several hours of exposure to the training and test contexts, A and B, prior to the beginning of the main conditioning part of the experiment. In contrast, the dependent variable in Maren's laboratory is the rat's freezing response. Consequently, rats in Maren's laboratory received much less exposure to the training and test contexts than did rats in Bouton's laboratory. It is possible that this extra exposure to the context puts the Bouton laboratory experiments closer to the Type I conditional discriminations than the limited context exposure that rats experienced in the Maren laboratory experiments. Thus, it may be that with extensive context exposure, the hippocampal formation is not needed to support context-specific extinction.
Discussion
More than 20 years ago, Nadel, Willner, and colleague (Nadel and Willner 1980; Nadel et al. 1985) proposed that there are at least two neural systems that can support context representations and functions. One system included the hippocampal formation, and a second system included neocortical regions outside of the hippocampal formation. They assumed that the hippocampal system supported the construction of a map-like representation of the co-occurring elemental features that define a context, and that once constructed and retrieved, this representation could be maintained in an active state and function as a coherent unit to provide context in which other experiences could be placed. The neocortical system, in contrast, only supported representations of the individual features, and a given feature was active only so long as it was the focus of attention.
This dual-system framework has proved to be remarkably prescient. It correctly anticipated the two most general conclusions that one can draw from the literature just discussed. First, context Figure 6 . The Type II contextual conditional discrimination employed by Dumont et al. (2007) . When the goal boxes are at one end of the rectangular platform, the box covered with the black rectangle is correct (+) and the box covered with the white triangle is incorrect (À). This contingency is reversed when the goal boxes are at the other end. The various features surrounding the platform represent distal cues. This problem, unlike the Type I problem, cannot be solved if the hippocampal formation is damaged.
representations are supported by both a neocortical and a hippocampal system. This review suggests that context representations and functions are supported by a neocortical system composed of the PER and POR cortices and a hippocampal system composed of PER, POR, entorhinal cortex (EC), and the hippocampal formation.
Second, these two systems are not equivalent-not all context function can be supported by both systems. This review identified several context functions that the hippocampal system uniquely supports. They included: (1) the context pre-exposure effect; (2) limited generalized context fear (following singlesession training); (3) protection of established context representations from subsequent interference; (4) incidental learning of context; (5) object-in-context learning; (6) Type II context-dependent conditional discriminations; and (7) context-specific extinction (following limited context exposure).
This review also revealed several functions that can be supported by a neocortical system that remains when the hippocampal formation is damaged or inactivated. They include the support of contextual fear conditioning and Type 1 contextdependent conditional discriminations. When training is extensive, the number of context functions supported by the neocortical system increases. For example, with multiple training sessions, this system can also support context representations that limit generalized contextual fear and, if there is extensive exposure to the to-be-discriminated contexts, may support context-specific extinction.
Canonical principles of hippocampal system function and context functions These findings to a large extent can be integrated by what might be called a set of canonical principles of hippocampal system function that emerged over the last 25 yr to distinguish this system from other systems that can also support memory. O'Keefe and Nadel's (1978) classic multidimensional cognitive mapping theory of hippocampal formation provides one important set of ideas. They proposed that:
d At least two neural systems contribute to the storage and utilization of experience captured by the brain-a locale system supported by the hippocampal formation and a taxon system supported by a neural system that does not include the hippocampal formation. The idea that there are multiple neural systems that support learning in memory is now a foundation premise of the field.
d The hippocampal system is designed to automatically capture experience, unmotivated by intention to remember or by the need to solve a problem. Many theorists have embraced this attribute (Teyler and DiScenna 1986; Good et al. 1998; O'Reilly and Rudy 2001; Rudy et al. 2002; Day et al. 2003; Morris et al. 2003; Morris 2006; Teyler and Rudy 2007) .
d The hippocampal system rapidly acquires information based on a single experience. This attribute also has been incorporated into many theories (e.g., Teyler and DiScenna 1986; McClelland et al. 1995; O'Reilly and Rudy 2001; Teyler and Rudy 2007) . Rudy et al. 2002) ; and (4) a relational representation (Cohen and Eichenbaum 1993; Eichenbaum 1994) . There are important differences between some of these views but they share the idea that the context representation supported by the hippocampal system is more than just the independent set of experienced coexperience features. It is the product of some sort of binding operation that links them into a coherent functional unit.
The complementary functions of pattern completion and pattern separation also need to be highlighted (Marr 1971; Teyler and DiScenna 1986; McNaughton and Morris 1987; McNaughton and Nadel 1990; McNaughton 1991; O'Reilly and McClelland 1994; O'Reilly and Rudy 2001) . These ideas can be appreciated in relationship to Teyler and DiScenna's indexing theory, illustrated in Figure 7 . The basic ideas captured in the indexing theory are that:
d The concurrent set of active neocortical patterns of neural activity produced by a particular experience projects to the hippocampal formation and activates a unique set of synapses.
d The memory for the experiences is stored as strengthened connections among those hippocampal synapses activated by the input pattern. This is the index. It stores a map of the concurrent neocortical inputs. 
Application
One or more of these principles appear to be at the root of the list of context functions that require the hippocampal system. For example, the context pre-exposure effect depends on the pattern completion properties provided by the hippocampal formation, and it is likely that the learning is not motivated by the need to Figure 7 . The pattern completion and pattern separation processes in the context of Teyler and DiScenna's (1986) indexing theory. Pattern completion: (A) A set of neocortical patterns activated by a particular experience projects to the hippocampal formation and activates a unique set of synapses. The memory for the experiences is stored as strengthened connections among those hippocampal synapses activated by the input pattern (this is the index). (B) A subset of the initial input pattern can activate the index. (C ) When this occurs, output from the hippocampal formation projects back to the neocortex to activate the entire pattern. Pattern separation: The hippocampal formation supports pattern separation by creating separate indices to similar input patterns. Note that two similar input patterns (ABCD and CDEF) converge on different representational units in the lower level that represents the hippocampal formation. In contrast, these two patterns would not be separated in the neocortex, so it would have trouble keeping these patterns separated.
Context and the hippocampal system www.learnmem.org obtain reward. Similarly, Type II compared to Type I contextual conditional discriminations arguably require the contribution of pattern completion (and likely pattern separation processes) to ensure that the correct representation of context is available when the animal makes the correct choice. Pattern completion processes also are likely to be important to learning the location of objects. The importance of pattern separation to context functions is revealed in studies of generalized contextual fear following single training sessions (Frankland et al. 1998; Antoniadis and McDonald 2000) . In such studies, rats with a damaged hippocampal formation generalize fear to other contexts more than the normal rat. Recent studies have revealed that this enhanced generalization can be normalized with extensive training before the hippocampal system is damaged (Lehmann et al. 2009 ). Yet, even in this case, representations established prior to damage to the hippocampal system are more vulnerable to interference from subsequent experiences with new contexts than is the case if the hippocampal system is intact (Wang et al. 2009 ). One might also wonder if the detailed neocortical context representations established with multiple training sessions benefited from the presence of the entire hippocampal systems. These studies should be repeated in animals that sustain damage to the hippocampal formation prior to multiple training sessions.
Several findings reveal that the hippocampal system supports incidental learning of context. Intact rats respond more to a CS tested in the training context than when tested in a different context and also display context-specific extinction following limited exposure to the context. However, these outcomes are eliminated by damage to the hippocampal formation or by inactivating it. In neither case is there any requirement that the animal construct a context representation to learn the Pavlovian contingency.
The neocortical system can support some context functions. This is especially the case when the context function requires extensive training to emerge and/or the solution to a problem requires integrating context features with other events occurring in that context. For example, Type I context conditional discriminations require extensive training to solve, and rats with damage to the hippocampal formation can solve them. Likewise, multiple sessions of contextual fear conditioning prior to training can establish neocortical representations that can be used to discriminate the training context from other contexts. Yet, as just noted, these representations are more vulnerable to interference than are context representations supported by the complete hippocampal system.
Concluding comments
Studies with animals have revealed many ways in which the hippocampal system is involved in context functions. One might argue that the most profound way in which it contributes is by providing support for pattern completion. One way to think about the importance of this process is to imagine what life would be with and without it. With this process available, once a coherent context representation is established, it remains active regardless of which particular features are currently attended. Pattern completion is happening all the time as we interact with our world. In contrast, without such a process, only representations of directly attended features will be in an active state. When a feature is no longer attended, its representation becomes inactive.
When I discussed these ideas with a prominent memory researcher, Professor Morris Moscovitch, he immediately brought up a supporting observation from his work with human amnesic patients. Specifically, he asked me to tell him what was behind me. I immediately gave the correct answer. He then noted that when he asked an amnesic, KC, the same question the answer was, ''I don't know.'' Presumably this must be what it is like without the pattern completion process afforded by the hippocampal system. The representation of a current context consists only of the features attended at the moment. To the extent that our memories for the episodes that compose our personal history depend on embedding the experience in the context in which they occur, our connection with the past would obviously be quite limited if we were deprived of a neural system that can support pattern completion.
